Monday, November 2nd, 2009

No events scheduled

Tuesday, November 3rd, 2009

Chaos & Complex Systems Seminar
Poetry, mathematics, and science
Time and Place: 12:05 pm, 5310 Chamberlin (Refreshments will be served)
Speaker: Robin Chapman, UW Department of Communicative Disorders

Astronomy Colloquium
Can Quasars Quench Star Formation?
Time and Place: 3:45 pm, 3425 Sterling Hall
Speaker: Christy Tremonti, UW Astronomy Dept

Wednesday, November 4th, 2009

No events scheduled

Thursday, November 5th, 2009

R. G. Herb Condensed Matter Seminar
Invariant form of spin-transfer switching condition
Time and Place: 10:00 am, 5310 Chamberlin
Speaker: Yaroslav Bazaliy, University of South Carolina

NPAC (Nuclear/Particle/Astro/Cosmo) Forum
The Baryon Resonance Spectrum and the 1/Nc Expansion
Time and Place: 4:00 pm, 5310 Chamberlin
Speaker: Richard Lebed, Arizona State University

Introductory Graduate Seminar
Astrophysics II: Astroparticle Physics and Neutrinos
Time and Place: 5:30 pm, 2223 Chamberlin Hall
Speaker: Faculty, University of Wisconsin Department of Physics

Friday, November 6th, 2009

Theory/Phenomenology Seminar
Rapidity Gap Events in Squark Pair Production at the LHC
Time and Place: 2:30 pm, 2301 Sterling Hall
Speaker: Sascha Bornhauser, University of New Mexico

Physics Department Colloquium
Precision Muon Physics: Capturing a Moment in a Lifetime
Time and Place: 4:00 pm, 2241 Chamberlin Hall (coffee at 3:30 pm)
Speaker: David Hertzog, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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